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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report documents the development and application of groundwater flow, particle tracking,

and nitrate loading models for use as groundwater management tools in the Stevens Point, Whiting,

and Plover (SWP) municipal well recharge area. The recharge area supplies groundwater from a

glacial outwash aquifer to a population of over 40,000. Groundwater concerns, particularly regarding

quality, continue to present management challenges for the community. Nitrate, for instance, exceeds

drinking water standards (10 mg/L of nitrate-nitrogen) in 20-25% of area domestic wells, and has

forced Whiting and Plover to construct nitrate removal systems at substantial cost. A number of

pesticides have also been detected in area groundwater, though these have not been in concentrations

near standards in municipal wells.

Growth, changing land use, and changing land management create new demands for

groundwater as well as alter groundwater quality and availability. Municipal and county planners and

managers need to know what quality of groundwater will evolve from present and anticipated land

uses, and what strategies will be effective for maintaining or improving water quality. They also need

to know about the adequacy of groundwater supply, and how pumping may affect streams and

wetlands. Modeling is a way to evaluate and predict what impacts could result from present and future

management decisions. The models documented in this report were used to simulate groundwater

flow, delineate zones-of-contribution and times-of-travel for the municipal wells, predict future nitrate

conditions, and evaluate the efficacy of nitrate control strategies. The models can be used to answer

other groundwater management questions as needs arise.

An assessment of physical (geologic and hydrologic) conditions in the project area was

required prior to developing the groundwater flow model. Conditions were assessed from published

reports and maps, and an extensive review of well logs. Well log data was entered into a database for

future use, and new maps were produced of bedrock and water table elevations. Well log data were

also used to estimate aquifer hydraulic conductivity and to map its spatial distribution.

The groundwater flow model was developed using the USGS MODFLOW code. The model

utilized the physical conditions assessment for inputs, and was calibrated to historical head data. The

calibrated model was then used to evaluate future conditions using anticipated year 2005 pump rates.

Zones-of-contribution and times-of-travel were subsequently determined using the USGS MODPATH

code.
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Flows in the Plover and Little Plover Rivers are being impacted by municipal pumping.

Anticipated pumping conditions (year 2(05) may remove about 10% of Plover River baseflow, and

perhaps greater than 40% of Little Plover River baseflow. Impacts on the Plover River might be

subtle, but those on th~ Little Plover would likely severely impact its ecology and fishery. The flow

model was not optimized to e~ne the Little Plover River, so predictions regarding its fate are

approximate and need further examination.

The nitrate mass-balance model was developed to predict steady-state nitrate concentrations at

the municipal wells under present land use and land management, and to evaluate the effectiveness of

various management options, such as changes in land use or reductions in nitrate loading from

agricultural best management practices (BMPs). This model required detailed land-use data and an

approximation of nitrate loading from various land uses. Land use data was obtained from the Portage

County Planning and Zoning Department geographical information system (GIS). Dryland and

irrigated agricultural land-use areas were further characterized by their rotation history. Loading rates

were developed for each land use and agricultural management practice using literature values and

mass balance calculations.

The predicted steady-state nitrate concentrations for Stevens Point main, Stevens Point #5,

Whiting, and Plover wellfields are 4.0,21.7,37.8, and 25.9 mgll respectively under conventional

agricultural practices. The predicted concentrations drop to 3.1, 15.5,25.7, and 18.7 mgfl under

complete agricultural BMP participation. Except for Stevens Point main wellfield, the predicted

concentrations, even under BMP's, significantly exceed the MCL. The Stevens Point main wellfield

prediction is lower because of dilution by induced Plover River recharge and large amounts of no

nitrate-loading forest and airport land uses near the wellfield. Current measured nitrate concentrations

are around 2,5, 19, and 15 mgtl respectively, and appear to be increasing over time. The

discrepancy between predicted and current concentrations is certainly due to conditions being far from

steady-state, and possibly due to error. The major potential source of error may be the assumption of

no denitrification in soils and aquifer. However, evidence of this phenomenon has not been observed,

nor are conditions conducive to denitrification through most of the project area.

For the combined zones-of-contribution, the ranked nitrate loading sources were agriculture

(89%), unsewered residential (7%), surface waters (2%), and urban (1 %). The components of

agricultural loading are irrigated fields (66%), manure (15%), and dryland fields (8%). Only the

Stevens Point #5 well is impacted substantially by another land use (unsewered residential, 31 %). The

irrigated agriculture land use was the largest potential nitrogen source in the project area. Given the
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mix of crops and rotations observed on these lands, irrigated agriculture contributes an average of 97

lbs/acre-year under conventional practices, and 69lbs/acre-year under BMP. Dryland agriculture is

slightly lower with 63 lbs/acre-year conventional and 38 lbs/acre-year BMP. (Manure loading not

included.) The average loading for the unsewered residential was 43lbs/acre (average lot size of 1.4

acres). The loading for unsewered residential in the model is likely greater than reality due to

assumptions of population by household.

To improve future groundwater quality with respect to nitrate, reducing loading from

agricultural lands has to be a major goal. The nitrate mass balance indicates that even universal

adoption of agricultural BMPs results in large amounts of nitrate loading. Other strategies need to be

explored.

Public process, including information and education efforts, must be components of any plan

to address groundwater quality and quantity. Groundwater concerns need to be focused into

articulating long-term goals, and developing and implementing management strategies that address the

specific problems required to meet groundwater goals.
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INTRODUCfION

This report describes research conducted for the municipalities of Stevens Point, Whiting, and

Plover to help in wellhead protection efforts. The research consisted of developing groundwater flow,

particle tracking, and nitrate loading models that were then integrated with land use and land

management information for application as groundwater management tools. These tools allow

* refinement of zone-of-contribution and tiine-of-travel delineations,

* prediction of nitrate concentrations from non-point loading under current and anticipated
l~lDd uses and land management,

* evaluation of the efficacy of groundwater protection strafegies.

The information and models developed in this project are intended to be used for future groundwater

management efforts and to be updated as new information becomes available.

BACKGROUND

The municipalities of Stevens Point, Whiting, and Plover (populations 24,000, 1850, and 8337

respectively) are located in Portage County in the Wisconsin central sand plain (Figure 1.1). The sand

plain is an extensive area of glacial sand and gravel outwash. The outwash provides the sole aquifer

for the municipalities. While productive, the aquifer is highly susceptible to degradation due to current

land uses and low pollution attenuation capacity of the overlying soils.

Land uses within the zones of contribution for the municipal wells are a diverse mix of

irrigated and nonirrigated vegetable and dairy agriculture, sewered and unsewered residential and

commercial development, and natural areas. While a number of groundwater contaminants are of

concern, nitrate has been the most troublesome. Nitrate exceeds drinking water standards in about

eighteen percent of private wells in Portage County and perhaps 20-25% of private wells in the study

area. Nitrate exceedences forced closure of the Whiting municipal well from 1978 to 1991, during

which time the municipality. had to procure water from the City of Stevens Point, until completion of

a nitrate removal facility constructed at a cost of $670,000. Plover wells began exceeding the nitrate

standard in 1993, which forced the Village to install a nitrate removal facility costing $2 million plus
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an annual operating cost of $50,000. Trends show that nitrate levels continue to increase (Figures 1.2

and 1.3).

While nitrate is the current threat, pesticides also pose potential problems. A recent Portage

County sampling effort indicated that nearly one half of tested wells contain atrazine residues, but

scant additional information precludes an accurate characterization of the potential pesticide problem.

An important component of groundwater protection efforts within the study area is the USDA

"Stevens Point-Whiting-Plover Wellhead Protection Hydrologic Unit Area Project". The major thrust

of the project is to improve or maintain groundwater quality, mainly through reductions in agricultural

inputs. This report contains new information which will augment the efforts of the Hydrologic Unit

Area Project, and help focus its efforts where most needed.

PROBLEM AND NEEDS

Nitrate from various land uses, and particularly from agriculture, poses the most significant

threat to groundwater in the study area. To adopt an effective wellhead protection strategy, guide

growth, and make informed decisions affecting their collective future, the communities need to know

* how groundwater quality can be expected to change under present and anticipated land use
and land management practices, and

* what strategies will be effective in maintaining or improving groundwater quality.

Tools are required to address these needs. In this case, the tools we developed are models that

simulate groundwater flow and predict nitrate concentrations at the wellheads under present and

anticipated land use and land management scenarios. While the models are directed at nitrate, the

current primary pollutant of concern, they also have utility in predicting concentrations·of other

contaminants.

The predictive tools were developed as follows. First, existing information was compiled to

better define aquifer properties and hydraulic heads throughout the study area. Second, a groundwater

flow model was developed and used to refine wellhead protection area (WHPA) delineations and

groundwater times-of-travel for the municipal wells. Third, the component land uses within the

refined WHPAts were extracted from Portage County's GIS land use database by Portage County

personnel. Fourth, nitrate loading rates were assigned to land parcels or land uses by using actual data

where available or by using mass-balance loading models. Finally, loading data was combined with
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Figure 1.2 Nitrate-N concentrations at Village of Whiting well. (The apparent drop from
1980 to 1987 may be due to the well being largely unused during this period.)
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Figure 1.3 Nitrate-N concentrations in Little Plover River baseflow, from sampling at Hoover
Road. .
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groundwater recharge rates to predict steady-state groundwater quality at the wellheads under current

and anticipated land uses.

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

Chapter 1 A brief introduction to the setting, the problem and needs, and the activities

undertaken to meet the needs.

Chapter 2 Characterization of the Stevens Point, Whiting, and Plover area. This provides the

information needed to develop a conceptual model of groundwater conditions and

to satisfy computer model data requirements. Land use information is extracted

from the Portage County GIS and specific land management data is developed.

Chapter 3 Describes the development and calibration of a groundwater flow model based on

data contained in Chapter 2. The groundwater flow model mimics the water table

configuration and the flow dynamics within the model area.

Chapter 4 Describes the development and application of a particle tracking model to refine

the Stevens Point, Whiting, and Plover WHPA and time-of-travel delineations.

The particle tracking model uses the output of the flow model developed in

Chapter 3.

Chapter 5 Describes the process and results of calculating nitrogen loading rates for specific

land uses and crops.

Chapter 6 Quantifies the nitrogen loading for the zones-of-contribution delineated in Chapter

4, based on the loading rates developed in Chapter 5. Nitrate concentrations at the

wellheads are calculated for existing and anticipated land uses and land

management practices. The effect of various management schemes are quantified

to help identify urban and agricultural management strategies for protecting the

wellheads.

Chapter 7 Reviews the findings of this study and discusses the nitrogen loadinglland use

relationship for the Stevens Point, Whiting, and Plover area, and the implications

for wellhead protection. Recommendations are noted for management strategies

and educational outreach.



CHAPTER 2

STUDY AREA CHARACTERIZATION

EXISTING INFORMATION

Considerable hydrogeologic information was available for portions of the Stevens Point,

Whiting, and Plover (SWP) area. These data were reviewed in order to develop the conceptual model

of growidwater flow in the municipal well zones-of-contribution, develop a database of site

information for implementing a numerical groundwater flow model, and identify data deficiencies.

Site Location

The SWP urban area is located along the Wisconsin River in Portage County in central

Wisconsin (Figures 1.1 and 2.1). The Wisconsin River is the most prominent hydrologic feature,

flowing from the northwest to the southeast and turning westward at Plover. Several dams are sited in

the area, taking advantage of considerable drop in the river elevation. The Consolidated dam just

south of Highway 10 creates the Stevens Point Flowage at an elevation of 1086 ft MSL. The

Consolidated dam in Whiting creates a small pool at elevation 1068 ft MSL, and the Kimberly Clark

dam in Whiting creates a small pool at elevation 1046 ft MSL. The river elevation in the Plover area

is approximately 1035 ft MSL. Tributaries to the Wisconsin River include Hay Meadow Creek in the

northwest, the Plover River passing through Stevens Point and Whiting, and the Little Plover River in

the Plover area.

Four distinct wellfields provide the water supply for the SWP municipalities (Figure 2.2). The

Stevens Point main wellfield (airport wellfield) consists of 5 wells (#6 - #10) located between the

municipal airport and the Plover River. Wells #6 - #9 are 20 inch diameter wells constructed in

1967/1968 (Donohue, 1991). Well #10, constructed in 1994, is a large capacity horizontal collector

type well (RUST, 1993). The airport wellfield was sited to take advantage of clean sand and gravel

deposits and induced recharge from tl:te Plover River. Stevens Point #5 well, located south of

Highway 10 in Iverson Park, is an older 16 inch well constructed in 1966 (Donohue, 1991).

The Whiting wellfield is located along County Highway HH on the east side of the village.

This wellfield consists of 6 high capacity wells; #1 serves the Village of Whiting, #2 - #4 serve the

Consolidated Paper Company, and #5 and #6 are used by the Kimberly Clark Paper Company. Well

#1 is a 16 inch diameter well, constructed in 1964 (WGNHS, 1986).


